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administration indigent health cross jurisdictional - measure a measure a the essential health care services initiative
was adopted by alameda county voters in march 2004 the measure authorized the county of alameda to raise its sales tax
by one half cent in order to provide for additional financial support for emergency medical hospital inpatient outpatient public
health mental health and, measure definition of measure by merriam webster - their actions were motivated in large
measure by a desire for revenge middle english mesure from anglo french from latin mensura from mensus, measure
define measure at dictionary com - measure definition a unit or standard of measurement weights and measures see
more, sta sacramento transportation authority - background information the sacramento transportation authority sta was
created in 1988 when sacramento county s electorate approved measure a, measure definition of measure in english by
oxford - definition of measure in english measure verb with object from old french mesure from latin mensura from mens
measured from the verb metiri, what is measure definition and meaning - definition of measure a number or quantity that
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measured at dictionary com - measured definition ascertained or apportioned by measure the race was over the course of
a measured mile see more
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